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2. What is the contour interval for this map? Include units.

Answer questions 1-10 by studying the contour map below.

Period:
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I. Locate the North direction and label North, South, East and West on the outside of map.

3. What is the elevation at the following locations?

A. B.

B. ________________ F. ___________

D. _______________

4. What is the highest possible elevation that could be at point C?

5. Looking at hill C, which side of the hill is steeper? __________

Looking at hill C, which side of the bill is gentler?
Why?



Points AB -

Points EF -

Length of Trout River -

9. Using the map on the previous page, locate the following

G —65 meters H — 90 meters I — 99 meters

10. Which hill, hill A or bill C, is higher? _______________

Points CD -

Points AC -

Length of Cedar River -

elevations with the appropriate letter:

3—112 meters K—l28 meters

Answer questions 11-21 by studying the contour map below.

11. Locate the North direction and label North, South, East and West on the outside of map.

12. What is the contour interval for this map? Include units. __________________________

13. What is the elevation at the following locations?

7. Which compass direction do the following steams flow?

Trout Steam ________________________ Cedar River ______________________________
How do you know this? /

8. Using the scale at the bottom of the map on the previous page, determine the distance between the following
points:

NContour interval 10 meters I 2 kilometers t

A. B. C. D.



14. What is the highest possible elevation for the hilltop in the west?

5. What is the highest possible elevation for the hilltop in the east? -

16. Which hilltop, the east or west, is the highest? ________________

17. Which compass direction is Long Creek flowing? ____________

18. What are the two ways that you know that Long Creek is flowing in this direction?

19. Which side of the creek has a steeper slow? How can you tell?

20. What is the lowest possible elevation for this map? ____________________________________

21. Using the scale at the bottom of the map on the previous page, determine the distance between the following
points:

Points AB - _________________________ Points CD -

Points AC - ________________________ Points BD -

Points CB - _________________________ Length of Long Creek -

U



Answer questions 22-25 by studying the contour map below.

22. Locate the North direction and label North, South, East and West on the outside of map.

23. What is the contour interval for this map? Include units. _________________________

24. What are the elevations at the following locations?

A. ____________ B. ___________

x. - Y. __________

25. Do streams flow into or away from Cayuta Creek?

7845Wf
4r10W

Con r~nferv& 100 feet

C.

How do you know?


